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In this paper we introdu e the idea of using games as a driving metaphor for design tools whi h support designers working in UML.
We use as our basis a long strand of work in veri ation and elsewhere.
A key di eren e from that strand, however, is that we propose the in remental development of the rules of a game as part of the design pro ess.
We will argue that this approa h may have two main advantages. First,
it provides a natural means for tools to intera tively help the designer
to explore the onsequen es of design de isions. Se ond, by providing a
smooth progression from informal exploration of de isions to full veri ation, it has the potential to lower the ommitment ost of using formal
veri ation. We dis uss a simple example of a possible game development.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The Uni ed Modeling Language (UML)[10℄ is a widely adopted standard for
modelling obje t-oriented software systems. It onsists of several diagram types
providing di erent views of the system model. UML is a semi-formal language
de ned by a ombination of UML lass diagrams, natural language and formal
onstraints written in the obje t onstraint language (OCL).
There are many of tools available whi h support, or laim to support, design
with UML. They aid in drawing UML diagrams, generation of ode fragments
in di erent obje t-oriented languages and do umentation of software systems.
Some of them are able to perform onsisten y he ks su h as for example the
a essibility between pa kages. However, these features seem to be useful for
the re ording and verifying of a hosen design, rather than for the design a tivity itself. There is nothing available to the mainstream obje t-oriented business
software developer whi h will a tively help him or her to explore di erent design de isions and work out whi h is the best option. It is natural to look to
veri ation to ll this gap.
Ideally, a designer would be able to make use of veri ation te hnology whenever s/he is fa ed with a diÆ ult de ision, say between two design solutions. S/he
might take two models representing the design with ea h of the solutions applied,
?
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together with some desired properties, and he k in ea h ase whether the desired properties are ful lled. Then s/he would adopt the design that best met
the requirements.
Unfortunately this situation is far from the truth at present. The de ision to
verify annot be taken so lightly, for several reasons. It generally requires the
building of a spe ial purpose model, whi h has to be omplete in an appropriate
sense. (There are a few tools whi h an work dire tly with UML models, but
most work only with one diagram type, typi ally state diagrams.) Writing properties whi h should be ful lled by a design is a spe ialist job requiring knowledge
of an appropriate logi : even for someone with that knowledge, identifying the
properties at an appropriate level of granularity an sometimes be even harder
than the design problem itself. One of the issues is that a good design does
not only meet the external, ustomer requirements. It also does so in a lear,
understandable way so that the software will be maintainable in future. The designer's hoi e often involves understanding the impli ations of ea h de ision and
then making essentially aestheti judgements about them. That is, the desirable
hara teristi s are often a ombination of te hni al, formalisable features and
features pertaining to how future human maintainers will most easily think. For
this reason, it is unlikely that the pro ess of design will ever be fully automated:
veri ation and synthesis will not repla e design. Instead tools should support
the human designer in making use of formal te hnology alongside his/her own
skills.
Thus the ideal tool support should do two things: rst, it should help make
veri ation in the traditional sense, against expli it requirements, available at
any stage of design and even, as far as possible, in the presen e of in omplete
models; se ond, it should help the designer to explore onsequen es of design
de isions so that hoi es an be made even when the riteria for the hoi es have
not been formalised.

2 Games in veri ation
Our thesis is that mathemati al, formal games may be a suitable basis for improving tool support for software design. In this se tion we introdu e su h games
by means of a simple example, the bisimulation game as explained by Stirling
in [12℄. Su h a game is used for he king whether two pro esses are equivalent
under the equivalen e relation known as bisimulation. Essentially this aptures
the idea that two pro esses an ea h simulate the other, and that during the
simulation their states remain equivalent, so that either pro ess an \lead" at
any time.
A bisimulation game is de ned over two pro esses E and F and played by
players Refuter (abbreviated R) and Veri er (abbreviated V ). The aim of player
R is to show that E and F are di erent from ea h other while player V wants
to prove that E is equivalent to F. At the beginning of the game player R pi ks
one of the two pro esses and hooses a transition. After that player V has to
respond by hoosing a transition with the same label from the other pro ess.

This pro edure is repeated and ea h time player R an hoose a transition from
either pro ess. Furthermore all moves in the game, no matter by whi h player
they were made, an be seen by both players.
If one of the players is stu k and annot hoose a suitable transition, the
other player wins the game. In the ase that the game is in nite player V wins.
A player an play the game a ording to a strategy, whi h is a set of rules. These
rules tell the player how to move and may depend on earlier de isions taken in
the game. A strategy is alled winning strategy if a player wins every game in
whi h he or she uses it.
Figure 1 shows the lassi example of two vending ma hines. Imagine a mahine E whi h has only one oin slot, and a ma hine F whi h has separate slots
for tea and o ee. E and F are not equivalent be ause player R has a winning
strategy onsisting of the following rules:
1. Pi k transition 20p from E.
2. If player V responds with the left transition 20p in F, hoose selCo ee in E.
Otherwise sele t transition selTea in E.
If player R follows this strategy, player V gets stu k and thereby player R wins
the game. Noti e that playing the game yields a ounter-example, i.e. a parti ular
sequen e of moves from whi h we an see that E and F are not equivalent, whi h
is an advantage of using formal games for veri ation tasks.
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Fig. 1.

selCoffee

Bisimulation game for two vending ma hines E and F

In this game a winning strategy for Refuter an be viewed as a proof that no
bisimulation ould exist. Similarly, a winning strategy for player V is a bisimulation relation, that is, it is a proof that the answer to the question \are these
pro esses bisimilar?" is Yes.
Similarly, model- he king an be expressed as a game: this one is somewhat
more ompli ated, and we will not go into details here (the interested reader is
referred to [3℄). Two di eren es are parti ularly worth noting. First, in a modelhe king game it is not ne essarily the ase that the players alternate turns. The

urrent game position determines who is to move. Depending on the position and
the move hosen by a player, the next game position may be one from whi h the
same player is to move again. Se ond, the winning onditions are more omplex
than the simple fa t that V wins all in nite plays. Instead, there is a predi ate
on plays whi h determines whi h player wins a given play.
In fa t, it seems that all veri ation questions an be expressed as games,
although sometimes the game is \trivial" in the sense that a play will always be
over after two moves.
Tools su h as the Edinburgh Con urren y Workben h1 exploit this game
view of veri ation questions. The user asks the question; the tool al ulates a
winning strategy for the game; it then o ers to take the winning part in a game
against the user. The user nds that, no matter whi h moves s/he hooses, the
tool always has an answer: the user an only lose. This seems to be an e e tive
way of getting an intuition about why the answer to the question is as it is.

3 Beyond veri ation games
When we use veri ation games, we noti e a urious fa t. A typi al s enario is as
follows: we have one pro ess, representing a system, and we want to verify that it
is orre t. We may hoose to do this in any one of several ways. We may develop
a se ond pro ess, whi h is supposed to stand in some formal relation to our
system pro ess; perhaps the two are supposed to be bisimilar or perhaps one is
supposed to be a re nement of the other a ording to one of the many di erent
re nement relations used in pro ess algebra. Alternatively, we may hoose to
develop a logi al formula in a temporal logi su h as the modal mu al ulus.
In either ase, the veri ation problem an be expressed as a game. The positions of the game in orporate some information about the \ urrent state" of
the model, and also some information about the \ urrent state" of the spe i ation. If the two spe i ations, by pro ess and by logi , intuitively su eed in
expressing the same notion of orre tness, they orrespond to (essentially) the
same game.
Now, games are rather natural: the idea of de ning a game between Veri er
and Refuter by des ribing the valid hallenges that Refuter may make, how
Veri er may respond, and who wins under whi h ir umstan es, is quite easy
to grasp. It is easier than understanding the semanti s of one's hosen relation
between two pro esses, or understanding the semanti s of the modal mu al ulus.
(Indeed in many institutions, in luding Edinburgh, this fa t is often used to
help students grasp the on epts of bisimulation and the semanti s of the mu
al ulus.)
Thus the entral idea of this work is to allow the user to de ne, dire tly, a
veri ation game. The game should involve the existing design of the system,
together with the information that determines whether the design is orre t.
It should be the ase that the player Veri er has a winning strategy for the
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game if and only if the design is orre t. The rules of the game in orporate
the hallenging ir umstan es in whi h the design must work as hallenges by
Refuter; orre t and in orre t behaviour is aptured by the winning onditions.
On e we have de ided to let the user de ne a game, we may observe that the
game an in fa t be de ned in rementally. For example, suppose that the design
is omplete, but that there is only limited understanding of what it means for the
design to be orre t. (We assume that, as usual, there is no formal spe i ation.
Perhaps it has not yet been understood how the informal spe i ation of overall
system requirements should be translated down into pre ise requirements; or
perhaps the informal spe i ation is itself in omplete or in orre t. In mainstream
business software development, whi h is our main fo us of on ern, both are
likely to be the ase.) In this ase the game as initially de ned by the user will
in orporate only a small amount of information about what it is for the design
to be orre t: it will be \too easy" for Veri er to win the game. The user should
be able to explore the game and improve the rules to make it a better re e tion
of the orre tness of the design. This might in lude, for example, hanging the
moves of the game to permit Refuter to make new hallenges, or hanging the
winning onditions so that plays whi h would have been won by Veri er are won
by Refuter in the new game.
At the same time, it is likely that the design itself is too in omplete to permit
full veri ation. The user should also be able to hange the game by adding more
information about the design.
In order to work more formally with this basi idea, let us begin by de ning
what is meant by a game in general.

3.1 Game terminology and formal de nition
For the purposes of this paper, a game is always played between two players
Veri er (abbreviated V ) and Refuter (abbreviated R). We refer to players A
and B to mean Veri er and Refuter in either order.

De nition 1. A game G is (Pos ; I; moves ; ; WR ; WV ) where:
{ P os is a set of positions. We use u; v; : : : for positions.
{ I  P os is a set of starting positions: we insist that (i) = (j) for all
i; j 2 I .

 P os  P os de nes whi h moves are legal. A play is in the obvious
way a nite or in nite sequen e of positions starting at some p0 2 I where
pj +1 2 moves (pj ) for ea h j . We write pij for pi : : : pj .
{  : P os ! fVeri er; Refuterg de nes who moves from ea h position.
{ WR ; WV  P os! are disjoint sets of in nite plays, and (for te hni al reasons
to do with working with abstra tions of games) WA in ludes every in nite
play p su h that there exists some i su h that for all k > i, (pk ) = B .

{ moves

Player A wins a play p if either p = p0n and (pn ) = B and moves (pn ) =
(you win if your opponent an't go), or else p is in nite and in WA .

;

Noti e that our general de nition does not insist that WR [ WV = P os! ;
that is, it is possible for a play to be a draw. The games we onsider in this
paper will have no draws, but when we go on to onsider abstra tions of games
(see e.g. [11℄) it is ne essary to permit them.

De nition 2. A (nondeterministi ) strategy S for player A is a partial fun -

tion from nite plays pu with (u) = A to sets of positions (singletons, for
deterministi strategies), su h that S(pu)  moves (u) (that is, a strategy may
only pres ribe legal moves). A play q follows S if whenever p0n is a proper nite
pre x of q with (pn ) = A then pn+1 2 S(p0n ). Thus an in nite play follows S
whenever every nite pre x of it does. It will be onvenient to identify a strategy
with the set of plays following the strategy and to write p 2 S for p follows S .
S is a omplete strategy for Player A if whenever p0n 2 S and (pn ) = A then
S(p0n ) 6= ;. It is a winning strategy for A if it is omplete and every p 2 S is
either nite and extensible or is won by A. It is non-losing if it is omplete and
no p 2 S is won by B . It is history-free (or memoryless) if S(pu) = S(qu) for
any plays pu and qu with a ommon last position. A game is determined if one
player has a winning strategy.

All the games we need to onsider are determined, and this is an assumption
of this work.
In this paper we fo us on the informal presentation of the idea of using and
modifying games for software design. It should be lear, however, that there
is s ope for de ning relationships between games in whi h the existen e of a
winning strategy for one game implies the existen e of a winning strategy for
a related game. Some early work in this dire tion was reported in [11℄ in the
ontext of veri ation games. The study of these relationships between games
will be important in the ontext of tools to support games for software design.
A simple example is that in reasing the number of options open to Refuter {
e.g., adding requirements that a design should satisfy { should make it harder
for Veri er to win the game: if Refuter had a winning strategy for the original
game, the same strategy will work in the extended game.

3.2 How to manage games and their improvement in a tool
A tool will always have a notion of \ urrent game". Part of what the tool should
do is to allow the user to play the urrent game. The tool ould operate in two
modes:
1. Tool as referee. The user hooses moves both for Refuter and for Veri er
(indeed, there might be several users playing against one another). The tool's
role is simply to ensure fair play and de lare who wins (in the ase of a nite
play whi h is won at all).
2. Tool as opponent. The user hooses whether to play Veri er or Refuter and
the tool takes the other player's part. If it is possible for the tool to al ulate
a winning strategy for the urrent game, then the tool might play this winning strategy, or use it to suggest better moves to the user, as appropriate.

Otherwise, the tool might use random hoi es and/or heuristi s to play as
well as possible.
It is not immediately obvious how to in orporate the improvement of games
into the tool use. Should improving a game be thought of as part of the game, or
as a separate pro ess? It is undoubtedly easier for formal reasoning to regard the
improvement of the game as a separate pro ess: then we do not have to worry
about what's true of strange omposite games in whi h the rules are hanged part
way through a play. For pra ti al purposes though, if the user plays a signi ant
number of moves and then realises that there is a problem with the rules whi h
a e ts how play will pro eed from then on, but not what has happened up to
this point, it would be annoying not to be allowed to alter the rules and arry on.
A suitable ompromise is probably to say that a play in whi h the user hanged
the rules annot be formally won by either player. (The tool might announ e
\You won, but you heated so it doesn't ount".) It is possible to formalise su h
rule hanges as being the a tions of a third player, but we have not so far found
this very helpful.

4 Example: In remental de nition of simple game
The overall aim of this work is to show how games akin to veri ation games an
be used for software design, and in rementally designed as part of the software
design pro ess. Thus we have two aspe ts to address: the in remental de nition
of games, and the use of games for software design. In the interests of larity
we devote this se tion to demonstrating how a simple game, without any spe ial
relation to software design, an be de ned in rementally.
Our example is deliberately very simple. We will follow a hypotheti al user
through the design of a vending ma hine pro ess.
At any stage, there will be both a urrent system design and a urrent game,
whi h will in lude the urrently permissible hallenges and winning onditions.
Our \system design" will be simply a labelled transition system. We initialise
this to the LTS shown in Figure 2.
A position in the game may take either of two forms:
1. A state (si say) in the system design: Refuter to move. We notate su h a
position simply si .
2. A state si in the system design, plus a hallenge from Refuter. Veri er to
move. We notate su h a position (si ; ).
Note that it is immediate from the form of the position who is to move: we
do not have to spe ify  separately.
Initially the winning onditions are that Veri er wins any in nite plays; other
than this, we have only the default rules, that any player wins if their opponent
is supposed to move but annot legally do so.
Thus in order to de ne the game we need to spe ify, for ea h state of the
system design, what the legal hallenges that Refuter may make are, and for ea h
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Initial system design

state and hallenge, what the legal responses from Veri er are. Initially, we de ide
simply to re ord the requirements that from the initial state, s0, it is possible
to insert 20p and (maybe many events later) re eive tea, respe tively o ee. We
express this as the hallenge to \pi k a tra e" with ertain hara teristi s.
State Challenges
s0 pi k a tra e s0
pi k a tra e s0

! : : : getTea
! si
20p
! : : : getCo!ee si

20p

Note that su h a hallenge is easy to express in a table as above, and it would
be easy for a tool to provide an interfa e for de ning su h hallenges; however,
expressing the property required to hold at s0 in a temporal logi is already
slightly tri ky, be ause of the need to permit a tions other than those named in
the tra es. For example, the existen e of the rst tra e from state s0 is equivalent
to state s0 satisfying the mu al ulus formula h20piX: hgetTeaiT _ h iX.
After Veri er su essfully pi ks su h a tra e, we spe ify that the new game
position will be si (i.e. system state si , with Refuter to move). There are (so
far) no legal hallenges from any system state other than s0, so if Veri er pi ks
su h a tra e, whi h will ne essarily not end in s0, she will win be ause it will be
Refuter's turn to pi k a move, but there will be no legal moves.
This is a boring game so far: Veri er easily wins. Suspending disbelief in the
inability of the user to understand this, suppose that the user plays the game,
taking either Veri er or Refuter's part, and nally is satis ed of this. However,
the user realises that the system should not simply stop after the tea or o ee
is olle ted. S/he de ides to apture the liveness of the system by permitting

Refuter a new hallenge, valid from any system design state, whi h is simply
\pi k a transition". At this point, playing the game on rms that Refuter has
a winning strategy. So the user re nes the system design by merging s5 and s6
with s0 . We get the game des ribed by Figure 3 and the table below.
F
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State Challenges
20p
tTea
s0 pi k a tra e s0 ! : : : olle!
si
20p
olle tCo ee
pi k a tra e s0 ! : : :
! si
si pi k a transition si !
We ould ontinue in various ways, with the user gradually improving both
the system design and the hallenges and winning onditions whi h (in this
example) onstitute its spe i ation. So far we have only des ribed adding hallenges. Changing the winning onditions is the other main way of altering the
game. We ould imagine, for example, that instead of winning every in nite play,
we might want to say that Veri er won every in nite play on whi h the number
of 20p a tions so far was in nitely often equal to the number of getTea a tions
plus the number of getCo ee a tions so far, thus apturing the idea that that
the ma hine should not systemati ally swindle the beverage-buyer, or vi e-versa.
(A te hni al point is that we annot spe ify arbitrary winning onditions without losing known determina y of the game, that is, the existen e of a winning
strategy for one player: however, in pra ti e, any reasonably spe i able winning
ondition will fall within the lass known to lead to determined games.)

5 Games in the ontext of obje t orientation/UML
In this se tion we address the question of how games for software design using
UML may di er from standard veri ation games; we do not onsider the in remental de nition of su h games. In the next se tion we onsider an example that
brings together aspe ts of the in remental de nition onsidered in the previous
se tion with the games for design issues onsidered here.

The hief question is what onstitutes the \system" being designed, the part
analogous to the LTS in the previous example. The design artefa t being produ ed by the designer is the UML model, so obviously the UML model is part
of the system. Does it suÆ e?
In order to explore the dynami behaviour whi h is implied by a UML model,
we will need to be able to re ord a \ urrent state" of a prototypi al system
des ribed by the model, and here we meet interesting issues. The UML model is
most unlikely to de ne a unique system, omplete in all detail. This is of ourse
the usual hallenge of doing any formal work with an in omplete spe i ation. In
the game framework, a promising approa h is to allow one or both players, when
fa ed with an in ompleteness in the spe i ation, to resolve the nondetermina y.
Di erent hoi es about exa tly how this is done will yield di erent games with
di erent strengths. For example, if a transition is guarded by an informal guard
whi h annot be formally evaluated, perhaps the player hoosing the transition
may de ide to assume that the guard is satis ed. If the game is to be maximally
powerful for dete ting aws, we probably wish to make sure that we re ord
enough information to ensure that subsequent hoi es about whether that guard
holds are onsistent. For example, we might insist that the player writes a formal
spe i ation of the guard, and use this in pla e of the original informal guard
to annotate the model for the rest of the play. On the other hand, a weaker
treatment in whi h the rules of the game did not ensure onsisten y ould still
be useful for exploring possibilities. There are many su h game-design hoi es
to be made.
More on retely, any parti ular game for design with UML will draw information from parti ular parts of a UML model { maybe a omplete model,
maybe just the parts of it onsidered most relevant. If the fo us is to be on
exploring onsequen es of design de ision, it seems likely, though perhaps not
essential, that some dynami diagrams will be involved. The se tion following
gives an example using a simple form of state diagrams, proto ol state ma hines
(PSMs)[10℄ in whi h transitions are labelled by events, not by a tions. (In earlier work we attempted to use more general state ma hines with both events
and a tions labelling transitions. However, we found that in normal sequential
systems where events and a tions are the re eiving and sending (respe tively)
of normal syn hronous messages, the UML semanti s has anomalies in the presen e of re ursion. This is dis ussed in [13℄, where we propose as a solution that
PSMs without a tions be used for providing (loose) spe i ations of the overall behaviour of lasses, whilst method state ma hines are used to de ne the
behaviour of operations.)
Another issue whi h may arise is the possibility of using parts of the UML for
more than simply des ribing the urrent system model. For example, it might
be onvenient to let the user des ribe ertain kinds of hallenges as sequen e
diagrams. We do not onsider this further here.

6 Example: de nition of a game for UML software design
We now show how a game for software design with UML ould be de ned. For
this purpose we assume that a lass diagram and state diagrams for some of its
lasses are given.
As an example onsider the lass diagram shown in gure 4 with lasses Customer, TravelAgent, Hotel and Flight whi h models a (very mu h simpli ed and
not realisti ) software system for a travel agen y. The most interesting lass is
Customer whi h has attributes for the holiday start and end dates of a ustomer.
It ontains publi methods for booking a holiday, hanging a hotel booking and
private methods for linking hotel and ight obje ts.

Customer

TravelAgent

−startDate: Date
−endDate: Date

ta
+findFlight(d:String, sd:Date, ed:Date):Flight

+bookHoliday(l:String)

+findHotel(l:String, sd:Date, ed:Date, s:int):Hotel

+changeHotel(s:int)
−setFlight(f:Flight)
−setHotel(h:Hotel)

−hotel

−flight
Flight

Hotel

...

...

+ destination: String
...

+location: String
+nearestAirport:String
...

Fig. 4.

Example lass diagram

In lass Customer parameter l represents the desired holiday lo ation and s
- whi h is also used in hangeHotel - the requested hotel quality given by the
number of stars. The parameters d, sd, ed and s provide values for the ight
destination (an airport name), the start and end date of the holiday and, as in
Customer, the number of hotel stars.
A proto ol state ma hine for Customer is given in Figure 5. Only the e e ts
of booking a holiday, hanging a hotel and setting hotel and ight on the obje t
state are shown in this diagram. For the other lasses of the system it is assumed
that their obje ts an only be in a state default whi h is not hanged by any of
the methods, i.e. the orresponding state ma hines have only one state and a
loop transition for ea h method of the lass.
For simpli ity we only use lasses and asso iations from the lass diagram and
the ( nite) set of abstra t states spe i ed in the state ma hines for the de nition

Customer
setHotel(h)

hotel only

setFlight(f)
changeHotel(s)

no booking

bookHoliday(l)

setFlight(f)

hotel and flight

setHotel(h)
flight only

Fig. 5.

State ma hine for Customer

of a state in the UML system design. As we will see later this is restri tive with
respe t to how the game an be in remented. For a given lass diagram CD and
a set of state ma hines SM, where S is the set of all states o urring in SM and
S the set of states in the state ma hine for lass , a state in the UML system
design onsists of

{ a ollaboration given by a set of obje ts O and a relation Links  O  R  O

respe ting the asso iations in CD where R is the set of role names in CD,
in luding the empty string ". A tuple (o; r; p) means that o an a ess p via
rolename r.
{ a fun tion state : O ! S su h that state(o) 2 S for an obje t o of lass .
{ a allsta k s = a1 : : : : : an whose elements ai are of the form o:m(p1 ; : : : pn )
where o 2 O is an obje t of lass and m is a method of with parameters
p1 ; : : : pn a ording to the method de nition in CD. We refer to o in this
ontext as the target obje t of m.

A position in the game onsists of a state in the UML system design and depending on the allsta k it is either

{ a state in the UML system design with an empty allsta k: Refuter to move.
{ a state in the UML system design with a non-empty allsta k: Veri er to
move.

As initial state S0 for our example we hoose

{ O = f :Customer, t:TravelAgent, h:Hotel, f:Flightg and
Links0 = f( ; ta; t); (t; "; )g. For simpli ity the hoi e of obje ts is not

hanged during the game, i.e. we do not onsider reation and deletion of
obje ts.
{ state( ) =no booking and state(t) = state(h) = state(f) = default
{ s is the empty sta k.

Refuter hallenges by invoking a method that has publi visibility on any
of the urrently available obje ts. The hoi e of the method and its parameters
has to onform to the spe i ation by the lass diagram, i.e. the method has
to be de ned in the lass of the target obje t and the parameters have to be
a essible and of suitable type. Furthermore the obje t has to be in a state where
an invo ation is possible. A hallenge is independent of the urrent linking of
obje ts and the states of t, h, f never hange, so table 1 only shows the mapping
of state for .
State

Challenge

any state

t. ndFlight(d,sd,ed)
t. ndHotel(l,sd,ed,s)

any state where
.bookHoliday(l)
state( ) = no booking
any state where
. hangeHotel(s)
state( ) = hotel and ight
Table 1.

Challenges by Refuter

A hallenge by Refuter is pushed on the allsta k. Sin e the allsta k is then
non-empty that means Veri er has to make the next move. Veri er an respond
in two di erent ways:

{ pi k a transition in the state ma hine for the lass of the target obje t of the

method on top of the allsta k. The all on top of the sta k is popped and
the state of the target obje t is updated a ording to the state ma hine. The
response may also have an e e t on how the obje ts are linked with ea h
other.
{ all n other (possibly non-publi ) methods on obje ts that are rea hable
from the target obje t of the method all on top of the sta k. The rst new
method all is pushed on the allsta k. We assume that Veri er's responses
are at some point of the rst kind, whi h leads to the all being popped
from the allsta k. After that Veri er pushes the next method all whi h is
spe i ed in his/her response onto the allsta k and again we assume that it
is at some point removed from the allsta k. This pro edure ontinues until
all n new methods alls have been one by one pushed onto and then later
popped from the allsta k. Finally, after the response has been ompleted,
the all on top of the sta k, whi h is the one that aused the response, is
popped.

Noti e that in general Veri er and Refuter do not take alternate turns. Verier responds to the method invo ation that is on top of the allsta k whi h an
either ome from Refuter or Veri er. For our example we ould have responses
as shown in table 2.

State
any state

Top of allsta k

Response

t. ndFlight(d,sd,ed) pi k loop transition ndFlight in state
ma hine for TravelAgent
any state
t. ndHotel(l,sd,ed,s) pi k transition ndHotel in state mahine for TravelAgent
h = .ta. ndHotel(l, .startDate,
:endDate; 3);
f = .ta. ndFlight(h.nearestAirport,
any state where
.bookHoliday(l)
.startDate, .endDate);
state( ) = no booking
.setFlight(f);
.setHotel(h)
.hotel =
any state where
.ta. ndHotel( .hotel.lo ation,
. hangeHotel(s)
state( ) = hotel and ight
.startDate, .endDate,s);
pi k transition setFlight in state maany state where
hine for Customer whose sour e
.setFlight(f)
state( ) = no booking or
is state( ) and add ( , ight,f) and
state( ) = hotel only
(f, ", ) to links
pi k transition setHotel in state maany state where
hine for Customer whose sour e
state( ) = no booking or
.setHotel(h)
is state( ) and add ( ,hotel,h) and
state( ) = ight only
(h,", ) to links
Table 2.

Responses by Veri er

Of parti ular interest are the responses to bookHoliday and hangeHotel whi h
are of the more ompli ated kind explained above. Noti e that by the hoi e of
parameters for the methods some properties are xed. The last parameter \3"
of ndHotel in the response to .bookHoliday, for instan e, has the e e t that h is
always set to a 3-star-hotel. Furthermore the usage of nearestAirport in ndFlight
within the same response ensures that the ight destination ts well with the
hosen hotel.
The spe i ation of responses an be regarded as a strategy for meeting
Refuter's hallenges. Sin e the sequen e of method alls in the response is pushed
on the sta k one by one and Veri er has to memorise whi h ones s/he has already
handled, it is a strategy with a history. Tool support for the reation of a game
as des ribed here should allow the user to manipulate and re ne the strategy
for Veri er in a omfortable way. For ea h system state the tool ould display
all rea hable obje ts and let the user pi k a target obje t. The user ould then
pro eed by sele ting one of the obje t's methods, whi h are again displayed by
the tool, and stepwise reate a valid response. The tool ould also ontain a
fun tionality to re ord the hosen strategy in a diagram, su h as for example a
method state ma hine (see [13℄).
In order to omplete our de nition of a software design game we have to
de lare the winning onditions. We assume that a game is won by one player if
the other one annot make a move and that all in nite plays are won by Veri er.

We an now nally play a game, starting with our initial system state S0 . An
extra t of a play is shown in table 3. The play will be won by Veri er be ause
it is in nite: after the rst two hallenges Refuter an still ontinue to make
hallenges, but Veri er an always respond by simply pi king a loop transition.
The table does not re ord the full system state but only the parts that are
relevant for this example ( allsta k, links, state of ) and the moves of the players.
The parameters with whi h a method is alled are sometimes left out in the
allsta k to save spa e and be ause they are spe i ed in the pre eding move.
Moreover Refuter is abbreviated by R and Veri er by V.

7 Example: In rementing a software design game
There are several ways in how the example game from the previous se tion
ould be in remented. One way is to permit Refuter to all a publi method
from additional states, for instan e we ould permit a hallenge by hangeHotel
when the obje t is in state hotel only. Another possibility is to add a ompletely
new publi method to the lass diagram, su h as for example a method for
the an ellation of a holiday booking. In rea tion to these in rements the user
ould add states and transitions to the proto ol state ma hines whi h o er new
possibilities of responding to the Veri er.
As soon as we want to in rement the game in a more sophisti ated manner it
be omes lear that working with abstra t states is often not enough. For our example we ould require that .hotel.nearestAirport always equals . ight.destination
when is in state hotel and ight. In order to express this as an additional winning
ondition whi h makes it more diÆ ult for Veri er to win the game, attribute
values have to be part of the system state. A more detailed obje t state also
leads to in reased expressiveness in state ma hines sin e we ould for instan e
spe ify guards whose evaluation depends on the urrent attribute values. However, introdu ing a on rete obje t state has the disadvantage that we in general
have to handle an in nite state spa e.

8 Dis ussion and future work
This paper has des ribed very early steps in a programme of work. Mu h remains
to be done.
Most obviously, we are developing tools to support the use of these te hniques
in pra ti e. In an a ademi environment these tools will ne essarily be limited
prototypes, but the experien e of building them should help in our explorations
and dissemination of the ideas.
One possible obje tion to the proposal is that it is not obvious that there is
a spe i ation of the system separate from its design. If the spe i ation is inorporated into the game de nition, whi h also in orporates a parti ular design,
does this not lose larity and prevent a separate evaluation of the spe i ation?
We an answer this obje tion in a variety of ways. One answer would be
that given appropriate prototype tool support we ould investigate what games

Callsta k
empty

Move
R: .bookHoliday(l)
.bookHoliday(l) V: h= .ta. ndHotel(l, .startDate, .endDate,3)

t. ndHotel(...)
.bookHoliday(l)
.bookHoliday(l)
t. ndFlight(...)
.bookHoliday(l)
.bookHoliday(l)
.setFlight(f)
.bookHoliday(l)

.bookHoliday(l)

empty
. hangeHotel(4)
t. ndHotel(...)
. hangeHotel(4)
. hangeHotel(4)

empty

State of
no booking
no booking

V: pi k loop transition ndHotel

f( ; ta; t); (t; ; )g

no booking

V: f= .ta. ndFlight(h.nearestAirport, .startDate, .endDate)

f( ; ta; t); (t; ; )g

no booking

V: pi k loop transition ndFlight

f( ; ta; t); (t; ; )g

no booking

V: .setFlight(f)

f( ; ta; t); (t; ; )g

no booking

V: pi k transition setFlight from no booking to ight only

f( ; ta; t); (t; ; )g

no booking

f( ; ta; t); (t; ; );

.bookHoliday(l) V: .setHotel(h)
.setHotel(h)
.bookHoliday(l)

Links

f( ; ta; t); (t; ; )g
f( ; ta; t); (t; ; )g

(

ight; f ); (f ; ; )g
f( ; ta; t); (t; ; );
V: pi k transition setHotel from ight only to hotel and ight
( ; ight; f ); (f ; ; )g
f( ; ta; t); (t; ; );
( ; ight; f ); (f ; ; );
response to bookHoliday ompleted
( ; hotel; h); (h; ; )g
f( ; ta; t); (t; ; );
( ; ight; f ); (f ; ; );
R: . hangeHotel(4)
( ; hotel; h); (h; ; )g
f( ; ta; t); (t; ; );
V: .hotel= .ta. ndHotel( .hotel.lo ation, .startDate, .endDate,4) ( ; ight; f ); (f ; ; );
( ; hotel; h); (h; ; )g
f( ; ta; t); (t; ; );
( ; ight; f ); (f ; ; );
V: pi k loop transition for ndHotel
( ; hotel; h); (h; ; )g
f( ; ta; t); (t; ; );
( ; ight; f ); (f ; ; );
response to hangeHotel ompleted
( ; hotel; h); (h; ; )g
f( ; ta; t); (t; ; );
( ; ight; f ); (f ; ; );
...
( ; hotel; h); (h; ; )g
Table 3.

Example play

;

ight only
ight only
hotel and ight
hotel and ight
hotel and ight
hotel and ight
hotel and ight
hotel and ight

people build in pra ti e, and see whether there is in fa t a lear distin tion
between design and spe i ation. For example, the hallenges in our examples so
far an be seen to be separable and ould be expressed as a separate spe i ation.
Is this typi al, or in real examples would the design and spe i ation be more
intertwined?
Another answer would be to say that it is not important to have a separate
spe i ation at the design level. A spe i ation that is independent of design is
a realisti aim at a high level, where the user requirements are being expressed
in the user's vo abulary. Inevitably, though, the veri ation of a design is done
against a more detailed, te hni al spe i ation that always in orporates many
assumptions about the design, even when it is presented as a separate do ument.

9 Related work
There is, of ourse, a large amount of work on applying veri ation te hniques
to UML models. Spa e forbids a representative dis ussion of this rowded eld;
and sin e our fo us here is on highly intera tive tool support for design using
games as a basis, we will instead dis uss the related games-based work.
Two-player games of the kind we onsider here have a long history in mathemati s (see for example [6℄) and informati s (see for example [3, 12℄).
In ontroller synthesis for open systems two-player games where one player
( ontrol) has a strategy whi h enfor es the system to behave a ording to a
given spe i ation independent of what the other player (environment) does are
of interest. Finding a winning strategy (the ontroller) for player ontrol is known
as the ontrol problem.
The ontrol problem has been studied for di erent kinds of open systems
su h as, for example, dis rete systems [9℄ and systems in rea tive environments
[7℄. The system spe i ation an be given as linear or bran hing time temporal
logi formula. Results on the omplexity of solving the ontrol problem depend
on the hosen logi and the kind of system that is investigated. In ase that a
ontroller exists for a given ombination of system and spe i ation it is also of
relevan e whether the ontroller is nite and how big it is [9℄.
Games in this ontext are often in nite and there are some lasses of spe iations whi h are of parti ular interest. An example for su h a kind of spe iation or \game obje tive" is that eventually an element of a given target set
of system states has to be rea hed. Some frequently o urring game obje tives,
orresponding winning strategies and omplexity results are presented in [14℄.
The relation between games in ontrol and veri ation is pointed out in [1℄,
where a translation of a game obje tive from ontrol into a xpoint formula
written in the mu- al ulus su h as used in veri ation, is de ned.
A losely related area is that of system synthesis. Given a spe i ation, the
task of onstru ting a system that satis es it is known as the synthesis problem.
It an be formulated in terms of a game between environment and system, and a
winning strategy for su h a game represents the desired system. If su h a strategy
exists we say that the given spe i ation is realisable. Like the ontrol problem

system synthesis and realisability have been examined for di erent kinds of logi s
and systems, su h as for systems in rea tive environments [7℄ and distributed
systems [8℄.
Another kind of two-player games alled ombinatorial games is used to represent, analyse and solve interesting problems in areas su h as omplexity, logi ,
graph theory and algorithms [2℄. The players move alternately and annot hide
information from ea h other. The game ends with a tie or the win of one player
and lose of the other. An example for a ombinatorial game with a lot of literature within the area of arti ial intelligen e is hess.
A di erent, and more omplex style of game appears in e onomi s. Here,
rather than simply winning or losing, a player re eives a variable payo . A game
is played between two or more players with possibly on i ting interests, i.e. a
move whi h leads to a better payo for one player may have a negative e e t on
another player's payo . Thus a strategy whi h optimises one player's payo an
depend on the strategies followed by other players.
The issue of payo optimisation an be onsidered under di erent ir umstan es: the players an have omplete, partial or zero knowledge of ea h others
moves. It is also possible for players to ollaborate in order to gain a better
payo for a group of players rather than for the individual player.
These kinds of games re e t situations in e onomi s su h as, for example,
ompetition between di erent ompanies, and were rst introdu ed within this
ontext in [15℄. Sin e then a large amount of further work has been published in
this area. It would be interesting to explore the appli ability of this kind of game
to software design, but for now we prefer the simpler games des ribed here.
The work of Harel et. al. on \play-in play-out s enarios" [4℄, [5℄ has a similar
avour to our work, and is motivated by similar on erns about the intera tivity
of tools to support design. Play-in s enarios allow the apture of requirements in
a user-friendly way. The user spe i es what behaviour s/he expe ts of a system
by operating the system's graphi user interfa e (GUI) { or an abstra t version
thereof { whi h does not have any behaviour or implementation assigned to it
yet. A tool whi h is alled the play-engine transforms the play-in of the user into
live sequen e harts (LSCs), whi h are used as formal requirements language.
The user does not have to prepare or modify the LSCs dire tly but only intera ts
with the GUI.
LSCs are a powerful extension of message sequen e harts (MSCs). In ontrast to sequen e diagrams { the variant of MSCs whi h is part of UML, and
whi h is impli itly existential { they an be either existential or universal. A
universal LSC de nes restri tions that have to hold over all system runs, while
an existential LSC represents a sample intera tion whi h has to be realised by
at least one system run.
Using play-out s enarios we an verify whether a set of LSCs { reated by
play-in s enarios or in any other way { meets the system requirements. Thereby
the user feeds the GUI with external environment a tions rather as though s/he
were testing the nal system. For ea h user input the tool omputes the response
of the system on the basis of the LSCs in terms of a sequen e of events whi h

are arried out. The system response is alled a superstep and it is orre t if no
universal LSC is violated during its exe ution.
The task of nding the desired superstep an be formulated as a veri ation
problem. In [5℄ a translation of LSCs into transition systems whi h allows the
usage of model he king tools for the omputation of the supersteps is given.
Similarly model he king an provide the answer to the question whether an
existential LSC an be satis ed.
This approa h di ers form ours in that its fo us is on apturing and testing
the requirements while we are mainly interested in helping the user to design
a system. Thus play-in play-out s enarios do not aim to help in de ning intraobje t behaviour, as our games do, but remain on the higher level of intera tion
between obje ts and environment. Sin e our work on entrates on UML we use
the diagram types provided by it, i.e. UML sequen e diagrams instead of the
more expressive LSCs.

10 Con lusion
We have suggested the use of games as a driving metaphor for highly intera tive
design tools to support designers working in UML. We have proposed that the
user of su h a tool should de ne in rementally a game whi h aptures not only
the evolving state of the system design but also the properties that the design
should satisfy; the tool should support the user both in informal explorations of
the resulting game at ea h stage, and in veri ation, that is, in the nding of
a winning strategy. We have given simple examples of how a design tool based
on this idea might operate. We hope that eventually this work may ontribute
to allowing mainstream business software developers to take advantage of veri ation te hnology without giving up their existing in remental development
pra ti es.
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